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To Whom It May Concern,

The Utah Retail Merchants Association was organized in 1955 for the purpose of

uniting the

retail industry and providing representation in regulatory and legislative affairs. The association
acts on behalf of merchants on a variety of issues affecting retailers at all
levels of governent.

I am writing to voice our associations concerns regarding the proposed voluntary
guidelines for advertising and marketing within the retail industry. Our members business
is directly
tied to the advertising and marketing discussed by the Interagency Working
Group, these stringent rules would effectively tie our hands in reaching out to customers.
While we whole heartedly support ideas to improve the health and well-being of customers,
we do not believe these "voluntary guidelines" wil have any meaningful impact on the
health of the public. In fact, many of the foods most affected. by these stringent guidelines
are lower-calorie, nutrient-dense foods that the government elsewhere has encouraged
people to eat.. This proposal wil have a negative impact on the economy and jobs in the
retail, food,
advertising arid media indu~tries.

Furthermore, these restrictions are arbitrary and not based on science, contradict nutrition
guidance provided by other federal agencies and ignore the research of your own agency the FTC Bureau of Economic Research - that shows that while obesity rates were going up
in this country, food advertising was going down.
We respectfully request that the federal government further review the impact these broads
guidelines would have on a critical sector of our economy; not only grocery retailers and

wholesalers but industries that work to package, distribute and work to gain the attention

of consumers. . ..

Again, thank you for your consideratiol1 and~estroIigl:yurge you to withd.raw this

proposaL. . . ........ . , .
~- "

David M. Davis.
President and Chief

Legal Counsel

